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Abstract
Chip multi-processors (CMPs) have become ubiquitous, while
tools that ease concurrent programming have not. The promise
of increased performance for all applications through ever more
parallel hardware requires good tools for concurrent programming,
especially for average programmers. Transactional memory (TM)
has enjoyed recent interest as a tool that can help programmers
program concurrently.

The transactional memory (TM) research community is heavily
invested in the claim that programming with transactional memory
is easier than alternatives (like locks), but evidence for or against
the veracity of this claim is scant. In this paper, we describe a user-
study in which 237 undergraduate students in an operating systems
course implement the same programs using coarse and fine-grain
locks, monitors, and transactions. We surveyed the students after
the assignment, and examined their code to determine the types and
frequency of programming errors for each synchronization tech-
nique. Inexperienced programmers found baroque syntax a bar-
rier to entry for transactional programming. On average, subjective
evaluation showed that students found transactions harder to use
than coarse-grain locks, but slightly easier to use than fine-grained
locks. Detailed examination of synchronization errors in the stu-
dents’ code tells a rather different story. Overwhelmingly, the num-
ber and types of programming errors the students made was much
lower for transactions than for locks. On a similar programming
problem, over 70% of students made errors with fine-grained lock-
ing, while less than 10% made errors with transactions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Tech-
niques]: [Concurrent Programming]

General Terms Design, Performance

Keywords Transactional Memory, Optimistic Concurrency, Syn-
chronization

1. Introduction
The increasing ubiquity of chip multiprocessors has resulted in a
high availability of parallel hardware resources. However, while
parallel computing resources have become commonplace, con-
current programs have not; concurrent programming remains a
challenging endeavor, even for experienced programmers. Trans-
actional memory (TM) has enjoyed considerable research attention
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precisely because it promises to make the development of concur-
rent software easier. Transactional memory (TM) researchers po-
sition TM as an enabling technology for concurrent programming
for the “average” programmer.

Transactional memory allows the programmer to delimit re-
gions of code that must execute atomically and in isolation. It
promises the performance of fine-grain locking with the code sim-
plicity of coarse-grain locking. In contrast to locks, which use mu-
tual exclusion to serialize access to critical sections, TM is typ-
ically implemented using optimistic concurrency techniques, al-
lowing critical sections to proceed in parallel. Because this tech-
nique dramatically reduces serialization when dynamic read-write
and write-write sharing is rare, it can translate directly to improved
performance without additional effort from the programmer. More-
over, because transactions eliminate many of the pitfalls commonly
associated with locks (e.g. deadlock, convoys, poor composability),
transactional programming is touted as being easier than lock based
programming.

Evaluating the ease of transactional programming relative to
locks is largely uncharted territory. Naturally, the question of
whether transactions are easier to use than locks is qualitative.
Moreover, since transactional memory is still a nascent technology,
the only available transactional programs are research benchmarks,
and the population of programmers familiar with both transactional
memory and locks for synchronization is vanishingly small.

To address the absence of evidence, we developed a concurrent
programming project for students of an undergraduate Operating
Systems course atThe University of Texas at Austin, in which stu-
dents were required to implement the same concurrent program us-
ing coarse and fine-grained locks, monitors, and transactions. We
surveyed students about the relative ease of transactional program-
ming as well as their investment of development effort using each
synchronization technique. Additionally, we examined students’
solutions in detail to characterize and classify the types and fre-
quency of programming errors students made with each program-
ming technique.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• A project and design for collecting data relevant to the question

of the relative ease of programming with different synchroniza-
tion primitives.

• Data from 237 student surveys and 1323 parallel programs that
constitute the largest-scale (to our knowledge) empirical data
relevant to the question of whether transactions are, in fact,
easier to use than locks.

• A taxonomy of synchronization errors made with different syn-
chronization techniques, and a characterization of the frequency
with which such errors occur in student programs.

2. Sync-gallery
In this section, we describe sync-gallery, the Java programming
project we assigned to students in an undergraduate operating sys-



Figure 1. A screen-shot of sync-gallery, the program undergraduate OS students were asked to implement. In the figure the colored boxes
represent 16 shooting lanes in a gallery populated by shooters, orrogues. A red or blue box represents a box in which a rogue has shot either
a red or blue paint ball. A white box represents a box in which no shooting has yet taken place. A purple box indicates a line in which both
a red and blue shot have occurred, indicating a race condition in the program. Sliders control the rate at which shooting and cleaning threads
perform their work.

tems course. The project is designed to familiarize students with
concurrent programming in general, and with techniques and id-
ioms for using a variety of synchronization primitives to manage
data structure consistency. Figure 1 shows a screen shot from the
sync-gallery program.

The project asks students to consider the metaphor of a shooting
gallery, with a fixed number of lanes in whichrogues (shooters) can
shoot in individual lanes. Being pacifists, we insist that shooters in
this gallery use red or blue paint balls rather than bullets. Targets
are white, so that lanes will change color when a rogue has shot in
one. Paint is messy, necessitatingcleaners to clean the gallery when
all lanes have been shot. Rogues and cleaners are implemented
as threads that must check the state of one or more lanes in the
gallery to decide whether it is safe to carry out their work. For
rogues, this work amounts to shooting at some number of randomly
chosen lanes. Cleaners must return the gallery to its initial state
with all lanes white. The students must use various synchronization
primitives to enforce a number of program invariants:
1. Only one rogue may shoot in a given lane at a time.
2. Rogues may only shoot in a lane if it is white.
3. Cleaners should only clean when all lanes have been shot

(are non-white).
4. Only one thread can be engaged in the process of cleaning

at any given time.
If a student writes code for a rogue that fails to respect the first

two invariants, the lane can be shot with both red and blue, and will
therefore turn purple, giving the student instant visual feedback that
a race condition exists in the program. If the code fails to respect
to the second two invariants, no visual feedback is given (indeed
these invariants can only be checked by inspection of the code in
the current implementation).

We ask the students to implement 9 different versions of rogues
(Java classes) that are instructive for different approaches to syn-
chronization. Table 1 summarizes the rogue variations. Gaining ex-
clusive access to one or two lanes of the gallery in order to test
the lane’s state and then modify it corresponds directly to the real-
world programming task of locking some number of resources in
order to test and modify them safely in the presence of concurrent
threads.

2.1 Locking

We ask the students to synchronize rogue and cleaner threads in the
sync-gallery using locks to teach them about coarse and fine-grain
locking. To ensure that students write code that explicitly performs
locking and unlocking operations, we require them to use the Java
ReentrantLock class and do not allow use of thesynchronized
keyword. In locking rogue variations, cleaners do not use dedicated
threads; the rogue that colors the last white lane in the gallery
is responsible for becoming a cleaner and subsequently cleaning
all lanes. There are four variations on this rogue type:Coarse,
Fine, Coarse2andFine2. In the coarse implementation, students
are allowed to use a single global lock which is acquired before
attempting to shoot or clean. In the fine-grain implementation, we
require the students to implement individual locks for each lane.
The Coarse2 and Fine2 variations require the same mapping of
locks to objects in the gallery as their counterparts above, but
introduce the additional stipulation that rogues must acquire access
to and shoot at two random lanes rather than one. The variation
illustrates that fine-grain locking requires a lock-ordering discipline
to avoid deadlock, while a single coarse lock does not. Naturally,
the use of fine grain lane locks complicates the enforcement of
invariants 3 and 4 above.

2.2 Monitor implementations

Two variations of the program require the students to use condition
variables along with signal/wait implement both fine and coarse
locking versions of the rogue programs. The monitor variations in-
troduce dedicated threads for cleaners: shooters and cleaners must
use condition variables to coordinate shooting and cleaning phases.
In the coarse version (CoarseCleaner), students use a single global
lock, while the fine-grain version (FineCleaner) requires per-lane
locks.

2.3 Transactions

Finally, the students are asked to implement 3 TM-based variants
of the rogues that implement the same specification as their cor-
responding locking variations, but use transactional memory for
synchronization instead of locks. The most basic TM-based rogue,
TM , is analogous to the Coarse and Fine versions: rogue and
cleaner threads are not distinct, and shooters need shoot only one
lane, while theTM2 variation requires that rogues shoot at two
lanes rather than one. In theTMCleaner, rogues and cleaners have



TMInt y = new TMInt ( 0 ) ;
TMInt x = new TMInt ( 1 0 ) ;
C a l l a b l e c = new C a l l a b l e<Void> {

p u b l i c Void c a l l ( ) {
/ / t x n l code
y . s e t V a l u e ( x . ge tVa lue ( )∗ 2 ) ;
r e t u r n n u l l ;

}
}
Thread . d o I t ( c ) ;

TMInt y = new TMInt ( 0 ) ;
TMInt x = new TMInt ( 1 0 ) ;
T r a n s a c t i o n t x = new T r a n s a c t i o n ( i d ) ;
boo lean done = f a l s e ;
wh i l e ( ! done ) {

t r y {
t x . B e g i n T r a n s a c t i o n ( ) ;
/ / t x n l code
y . s e t V a l u e ( x . ge tVa lue ( )∗ 2 ) ;
done = t x . Commi tTransac t ion ( ) ;

} c a t c h ( Abo r tExcep t i on e ){
t x . A b o r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( ) ;
done = f a l s e ;

}
}

i n t y = 0 ;
i n t x = 10 ;
a tomic {

y = x ∗ 2 ;
}

Figure 2. Examples of (left) DSTM2 concrete syntax, (middle) JDASTM concrete syntax, and (right, for comparison) ideal atomic keyword syntax.
Year 1 of the study used DSTM2, while years 2 and 3 used JDASTM.

dedicated threads. Students can rely on the TM subsystem to de-
tect conflicts and restart transactions to enforce all invariants, so no
condition synchronization is required.

2.4 Transactional Memory Support

Our ideal TM system would support atomic blocks in the Java
language, allowing students to write transactional code of the form:

vo id sh o o t ( ) {
a tomic {

Lane l = getLane ( rand ( ) ) ;
i f ( l . g e t C o l o r ( ) == WHITE)

l . sh o o t ( t h i s . c o l o r ) ;
}

}

No such tool is yet available; implementing compiler support
for atomic blocks, or use of a a source-to-source compiler such as
spoon [2] were considered out-of-scope for the project. Instead we
used a TM library.

Using a TM library means that students are forced to deal
directly with the concrete syntax of our TM implementation, and
must manage read and write barriers explicitly. We assigned the
lab to 5 classes over 3 semesters during 3 different school years.
During the first year both classes used DSTM2 [15]. For the second
and third years, all classes used JDASTM [29].

The concrete syntax has a direct impact on ease of program-
ming, as seen in Figure 2, which provides examples for the same
task using DSTM2, JDASTM, and for reference, with language
support using theatomic keyword. While the version with the
atomic keyword is quite simple, both the DSTM2 and JDASTM
examples pepper the actual data structure manipulation with code
that explicitly manages transactions. We replaced DSTM2 in the

second year because we felt that JDASTM syntax was somewhat
less baroque and did not require students to deal directly with
programming constructs like generics. Also, DSTM2 binds trans-
actional execution to specialized thread classes. However, both
DSTM2 and JDASTM require explicit read and write barrier calls
for transactional reads and writes.

3. Methodology
Students completed the sync-gallery program as a programming
assignment as part of several operating systems classes atThe
University of Texas at Austin. In total, 237 students completed the
assignment, spanning five sections in classes from three different
semesters, over three years of the course. The first year of the
course included 84 students, while the second and third included
101 and 53 respectively. We provided an implementation of the
shooting gallery, and asked students to write the rogue classes
described in the previous sections, respecting the given invariants.

We asked students to record the amount of time they spent
designing, coding, and debugging each programming task (rogue).
We use the amount of time spent on each task as a measure of the
difficulty that task presented to the students. This data is presented
in Section 4.1. After completing the assignment, students rated
their familiarity with concurrent programming concepts prior to the
assignment. Students then rated their experience with the various
tasks, ranking synchronization methods with respect to ease of
development, debugging, and reasoning (Section 4.2).

While grading the assignment, we recorded the type and fre-
quency of synchronization errors students made. These are the er-
rors still present in the student’s final version of the code. We use

Rogue name Technique R/C Threads Additional Requirements
Coarse Single global lock not distinct

Coarse2 Single global lock not distinct rogues shoot at 2 random lanes
CoarseCleaner Single global lock, conditions distinct conditions, wait/notify

Fine Per lane locks not distinct
Fine2 Per lane locks not distinct rogues shoot at 2 random lanes

FineCleaner Per lane locks, conditions distinct conditions, wait/notify
TM TM not distinct

TM2 TM not distinct rogues shoot at 2 random lanes
TMCleaner TM distinct

Table 1. The nine different rogue implementations required for the sync-galleryproject. The technique column indicates what synchroniza-
tion technique was required. The R/C Threads column indicates whether coordination was required between dedicated rogue and cleaner
threads or not. A value of “distinct” means that rogue and cleaner instances run in their own thread, while a value of “not distinct” means
that the last rogue to shoot an empty (white) lane is responsible for cleaning the gallery.



the frequency with which students made errors as another metric of
the difficulty of various synchronization constructs.

To prevent experience with the assignment as a whole from in-
fluencing the difficulty of each task, we asked students to com-
plete the tasks in different orders. In each group of rogues (single-
lane, two-lane, and separate cleaner thread), students completed the
coarse-grained lock version first. Students then either completed
the fine-grained or TM version second, depending on their assigned
group. We asked students to randomly assign themselves to groups
based on hashes of their name. Due to an error, nearly twice as
many students were assigned to the group completing the fine-
grained version first. However, there were no significant differences
in programming time between the two groups, suggesting that the

order in which students implemented the tasks did not affect the
difficulty of each task.

3.1 Limitations

Perhaps the most important limitation of the study is the much
greater availability of documentation and tutorial information about
locking than about transactions. The novelty of transactional mem-
ory made it more difficult both to teach and learn. Lectures about
locking drew on a larger body of understanding that has existed for
a longer time. It is unlikely that students from year one influenced
students from year two given the difference in concrete syntax be-
tween the two courses. Students from year two could have influ-
enced those from year three, since the syntax remained the same
from year two to year three.

Figure 3. Average design, coding, and debugging time spent for analogous rogue variations.



Figure 4. Distributions for the amount of time students spent coding and debugging,for all rogue variations.

Another important limitation is the lack of compiler and lan-
guage support for TM in general, and the lack of support for the
atomic keyword specifically. Because of this, programmers must
directly insert read and write barriers and write exception handling
code to manage retrying on conflicts. This yields a concrete syntax
for transactions that is a a barrier to ease of understanding and use
(see§4.2).

4. Evaluation
We examined development time, user experiences, and program-
ming errors to determine the difficulty of programming with vari-
ous synchronization primitives. In general, we found that a single
coarse-grained lock had similar complexity to transactions. Both of
these primitives were less difficult, caused fewer errors, and had
better student responses than fine-grained locking.

4.1 Development time

Figure 3 shows the average time students spent designing, coding
and debugging with each synchronization primitive, for all three
years of the study. To characterize the diversity of time investment
the students reported, Figure 4 shows the distribution of times
students spent on coding and debugging. Figure 4 shows only data
from year two: distributions for years one and three are similar.

On average, transactional memory required more development
time than coarse locks, but less than what was required for fine-
grain locks and condition synchronization. Coloring two lanes or

using condition synchronization are more complex synchronization
tasks than using coarse-grained locks. Debugging time increases
more than design or coding time for these complex teaks. (Fig-
ure 3).

We evaluate the statistical significance of differences in devel-
opment time in Table 2. Using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we
evaluate the alternative hypothesis on each pair of synchronization
tasks that the row task required less time than the column task.
Pairs for which the signed-rank test reports a p-value of< .05 are
considered statistically significant, indicating that the row task re-
quired less time than the column. If the p-value is greater than .05,
the difference in time for the tasks is not statistically significant or
the row task required more time than the column task. Results for
the different class years are separated due to differences in the TM
part of the assignment(Section 2.4).

We found that students took more time on their initial task, be-
cause they were familiarizing themselves with the assignment. Ex-
cept for fine-grain locks, later versions of similar synchronization
primitives took less time than earlier, e.g. the Coarse2 task took
less time than the Coarse task. In addition, condition synchroniza-
tion is difficult. For both rogues with less complex synchroniza-
tion (Coarse and TM), adding condition synchronization increases
the time required for development. For fine-grain locking, students
simply replace one complex problem with a second, and so do not
require significant additional time.

In years one and two, we found that coarse locks and transac-
tions required less time than fine-grain locks on the more complex



two-lane assignments. This echoes the promise of transactions, re-
moving the coding and debugging complexity of fine-grain locking
and lock ordering when more than one lock is required. The same
trend was not observable in year three.

4.2 User experience

To gain insight into the students’ perceptions about the relative ease
of using different synchronization techniques we asked the students
to respond to a survey after completing the sync-gallery project.
The survey ends with 6 questions asking students to rank their
favorite technique with respect to ease of development, debugging,
reasoning about, and so on.

A version of the complete survey can be viewed at [3].
In student opinions, we found that the more baroque syntax of

the DSTM2 system was a barrier to entry for new transactional
programmers. Figure 5 shows student responses to questions about
syntax and ease of thinking about different transactional primitives.
In the first class year (which used DSTM2), students found trans-
actions more difficult to think about and had syntax more difficult
than that of fine-grain locks. In the second year, when the TM
implementation had a less cumbersome syntax, student opinions
aligned with our other findings: TM ranked behind coarse locks,
but ahead of fine-grain. For all three years, other questions on ease
of design and implementation ranked TM ahead of fine-grain locks.

4.3 Synchronization Error Characterization

We examined the solutions from all three years in detail to classify
the types of synchronization errors students made along with their

frequency. This involved both a thorough reading of every student’s
final solutions and automated testing. While the students’ subjec-
tive evaluation of the ease of transactional programming does not
clearly indicate that transactional programming is easier, the types
and frequency of programming errors does.

While the diversity of different errors we found present in the
students’ programs far exceeded our expectations, we found that all
errors fit within the taxonomy described below.
1. Lock ordering (lock-ord) . In fine-grain locking solutions, a

program failed to use a lock ordering discipline to acquire locks,
admitting the possibility of deadlock.

2. Checking conditions outside a critical section (lock-cond).
This type of error occurs when code checks a program invari-
ant with no locks held, and subsequently acts on that invari-
ant after acquiring locks. This was the most common error in
sync-gallery, and usually occurred when students would check
whether to clean the gallery with no locks held, subsequently
acquiring lane locks and proceeding to clean. The result is a
violation of invariant 4 (§2). This type of error may be more
common because no visual feedback is given when it is vio-
lated (unlike races for shooting lanes, which can result in purple
lanes).

3. Forgotten synchronization (lock-forgot). This class of er-
rors includes all cases where the programmer forgot to acquire
locks, or simply did not realize that a particular region would
require mutual exclusion to be correct.

4. Exotic use of locks (lock-exotic). This error category is a
catch-all for synchronization errors made with locks for which

Year 1
Best syntax

Answers 1 2 3 4
Coarse 69.6% 17.4% 0% 8.7%

Fine 13.0% 43.5% 17.4% 21.7%
TM 8.7% 21.7% 21.7% 43.5%

Conditions 0% 21.7% 52.1% 21.7%

Easiest to think about
Answers 1 2 3 4

Coarse 78.2% 13.0% 4.3% 0%
Fine 4.3% 39.1% 34.8% 17.4%
TM 8.7% 21.7% 26.1% 39.1%

Conditions 4.3% 21.7% 30.4% 39.1%

Year 2
Best syntax

Answers 1 2 3 4
Coarse 61.6% 30.1% 1.3% 4.1%

Fine 5.5% 20.5% 45.2% 26.0%
TM 26.0% 31.5% 19.2% 20.5%

Cond. 5.5% 20.5% 28.8% 39.7%

Easiest to think about
Answers 1 2 3 4

Coarse 80.8% 13.7% 1.3% 2.7%
Fine 1.3% 38.4% 30.1% 28.8%
TM 16.4% 31.5% 30.1% 20.5%

Cond. 4.1% 13.7% 39.7% 39.7%

Year 3
Best syntax

Answers 1 2 3 4
Coarse 72.2% 22.2% 2.8% 2.8%

Fine 16.7% 38.9% 33.3% 11.1%
TM 8.3% 25% 25% 41.7%

Conditions 8.3% 13.9% 36.1% 41.7%

Easiest to think about
Answers 1 2 3 4

Coarse 88.9% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Fine 0.0% 44.4% 33.3% 19.4%
TM 5.6% 27.8% 33.3% 30.8%

Conditions 2.8% 22.2% 27.8% 44.4%

Figure 5. Selected results from student surveys. Column numbers represent rank order, and entries represent what percentage of students
assigned a particular synchronization technique a given rank (e.g. 80.8% of students ranked Coarse locks first in the “Easiest to think about
category”). In the first year the assignment was presented, the morecomplex syntax of DSTM made TM more difficult to think about. In the
second year, simpler syntax alleviated this problem.



Coarse Fine TM Coarse2 Fine2 TM2 CoarseCleaner FineCleaner TMCleaner
Coarse Y1 1.00 0.03 0.02 1.00 0.02 1.00 0.95 0.47 0.73

Y2 1.00 0.33 0.12 1.00 0.38 1.00 1.00 0.18 1.00
Y3 1.00 0.06 0.43 1.00 0.17 0.60 0.93 0.02 0.61

Fine Y1 0.97 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.24 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.88
Y2 0.68 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.51 1.00 1.00 0.40 1.00
Y3 0.94 1.00 0.66 1.00 0.70 0.99 0.99 0.35 0.94

TM Y1 0.98 0.68 1.00 1.00 0.13 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92
Y2 0.88 0.43 1.00 1.00 0.68 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00
Y3 0.57 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.46 0.84 0.96 0.03 0.82

Coarse2 Y1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Y2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 0.45 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Y3 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Fine2 Y1 0.98 0.77 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98
Y2 0.62 0.49 0.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.59 1.00
Y3 0.83 0.31 0.55 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.96 <0.01 0.69

TM2 Y1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.99 <0.01 1.00 0.04 <0.01 <0.01
Y2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.55 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Y3 0.41 0.02 0.17 1.00 0.07 1.00 0.73 <0.01 0.40

CoarseCleaner Y1 0.05 <0.01 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 0.96 1.00 <0.01 0.08
Y2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.00 <0.01 1.00 1.00 <0.01 0.96
Y3 0.07 <0.01 0.04 1.00 0.05 0.28 1.00 <0.01 0.34

FineCleaner Y1 0.53 0.03 0.02 1.00 <0.01 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.46
Y2 0.83 0.60 0.59 1.00 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Y3 0.98 0.66 0.97 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99

TMCleaner Y1 0.28 0.12 0.08 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.92 0.55 1.00
Y2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.99 <0.01 1.00 0.04 <0.01 1.00
Y3 0.40 0.06 0.19 1.00 0.32 0.60 0.67 0.02 1.00

Table 2. Comparison of time taken to complete programming tasks for all students. The time to complete the task on the row is compared to
the time for the task on the column. Each cell contains p-values for a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, testing the hypothesis that the row task took
less time than the column task. Entries are considered statistically significant whenp < .05, meaning that the row task did take less time to
complete than the column task, and are marked in bold. Results for the threeclass years are reported separately, due to differing transactional
memory implementations.

Figure 6. Overall error rates for programming tasks, for all three years of thestudy. Error bars show a 95% confidence interval on the error
rate. Fine-grained locking tasks were more likely to contain errors than coarse-grained or transactional memory (TM).

we were unable to discern the programmer’s actual intent. Pro-
grams that contribute a data point in this category were charac-
terized by heavy over-use of additional locks.

5. Exotic use of condition variables (cv-exotic). We encountered
a good deal of signal/wait usage on condition variables that
indicates no clear understanding of what the primitives actually

do. The canonical example of this is signaling and waiting on
the same condition in the same thread.

6. Condition variable use errors (cv-use). These types of errors
indicate a failure to use condition variables properly, but do
indicate a certain level of understanding. This class includes use
of if instead ofwhile when checking conditions on a decision



to wait, or failure to check the condition at all before or after
waiting.

7. TM primitive misuse (TM-exotic) . This class of error includes
any misuse of transactional primitives. Technically, this class
includes mis-use of the API, but in practice the only errors of
this form we saw were failure to callBeginTransaction be-
fore callingEndTransaction. Omission of read/write barriers
falls within this class as well, but it is interesting to note that we
found no bugs of this form over all three years.

8. TM ordering (TM-order) . This class of errors represents at-
tempts by the programmer to follow some sort of locking dis-
cipline in the presence of transactions, where they are strictly
unnecessary. Such errors do not result in an incorrect program,
but do represent a misunderstanding of the primitive.

9. Checking conditions outside a transaction (TM-cond). This
class of errors is analogous to thelock-cond class. It occurs
when a programmer checks a condition outside of a transaction
which is then acted on inside the transaction, and the condition
is no longer guaranteed to hold during the transaction.

10. Forgotten TM synchronization (TM-forgot) . Like the for-
gotten synchronization class above (lock-forgot), these errors
occur when a programmer failed to recognize the need for syn-
chronization and did not use transactions to protect a data struc-
ture.
Because different rogue implementations use different synchro-

nization techniques, a different subset of the error classes applies
for each rogue. For example, it is not possible for a programmer
to create a lock-ordering bug using a single coarse grain lock, so
lock-ord does not apply for coarse rogues. Table 4 shows explicitly
which error classes are applicable for each rogue implementation.

Table 3 shows the characterization of synchronization for pro-
grams submitted for all three years of the study. Figure 6 shows the
overall portion of students that made an error on each programming
task. Students were far more likely to make an error on fine-grain
synchronization than on coarse or TM. At least 50% of students
made at least one error on the Fine and Fine2 portions of the as-
signment. We believe error rates in year 2 are generally lower be-
cause the teaching assistants during this year were more active in
helping students with the material and the assignment. In almost
all cases, the error rates associated with TM implementations are
dramatically lower than those associated with locks or conditions.
The notable exception is the TM-based cleaner implementations
from Year 1, where more than half of the solutions contained at
least one error: the vast majority of errors were of typeTM-cond.
The bulk of these errors were similar, and arose when programmers
checked whether lanes should be cleaned outside a transaction, sub-
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lock-ord X X X
lock-cond X X X X X X

lock-forgot X X X X X X
lock-exotic X X X X X X

cv-exotic X X
cv-use X X

TM-exotic X X X
TM-order X X X
TM-forgot X X X
TM-cond X X X

Table 4. Indication for which synchronization errors are possible
with each rogue assignment. The cell in the table contains an X
if it is possible to make the given error using the synchronization
primitives prescribed for that rogue implementation. Error types are
explained in Section 4.3.

sequently starting a transaction to perform the cleaning. In years 2
and 3, where transaction support relied on JDASTM rather than
DSTM2, this type of error was non-existent.

5. Code complexity
Table 5 shows code complexity statistics, and Figure 7 shows rel-
ative cyclomatic complexity and code size (in instructions) for all
rogue classes (measured by thecyvis software complexity visu-
alizer [1]). Data shown are for year 2. The cyclomatic complex-
ity [21] of a fragment of code is the the number of independent
control paths through it. Cyclomatic complexity does notdirectly
capture important aspects of complexity in a multi-threaded pro-
gramming environment. However, in this study, the programming
tasks remain constant, and the bulk of variation from solution to so-
lution can be attributed to synchronization implementation. Hence,
cyclomatic complexity is a reasonable metric for understanding ad-
ditional differences in code complexity across different synchro-
nization techniques.

The cyclomatic complexity data corroborate what we observed
in the students’ surveys. In years two and three, solutions based
on coarse grain locking have the lowest average cyclomatic com-
plexity, while TM-based solutions have lower complexity than fine-
grain and cleaner solutions. For example, in year 2, the single-lane,
two-lane, and cleaner rogues show complexity of 2.9, 3.6, and 2.8
respectively. The solutions synchronizing with TM show slightly
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year 1 occurrences 23 84 39 16 12 32 0 5 8 41
opportunities 51 312 312 312 52 52 153 153 149 149

rate 45.1% 29.6% 12.5% 5.1% 23.1% 61.5% 0.0% 3.7% 5.4% 27.5%
year 2 occurrences 11 62 26 0 11 14 5 4 1 0

opportunities 134 402 402 402 134 134 201 201 201 201
rate 8.2% 6.5% 15.4% 0% 8.2% 10.5% 2.5% 2.0% 0.5% 0%

year 3 occurrences 5 41 5 0 22 12 6 0 3 0
opportunities 28 168 168 168 56 56 84 84 84 84

rate 17.9% 24.4% 3.0% 0% 39.3% 21.4% 7.1% 0% 3.6% 0%

Table 3. Synchronization error rates for all three years. The occurrences row indicates the number of programs in which at least one bug of
the type indicated by the column header occurred. Theopportunities row indicates the sample size (the number of programs we examined
in which that type of bug could arise: e.g. lock-ordering bugs cannot occur in with a single coarse lock). Therate column expresses the
percentage of examined programs containing that type of bug. Bug types are explained in Section 4.3.



Figure 7. Cyclomatic complexity and code size relative to RogueCoarse for solutionsfrom all years.

rogue complexity size
year name mean std mean std
1 Coarse 2.8 0.2 114.4 1.5

Fine 5.2 0.3 172.8 7.6
TM 2.7 1.8 96.7 35.3
Coarse2 3.8 0.2 160.9 11.6
Fine2 6.8 0.3 247.2 5.0
TM2 3.2 2.3 96.3 86.2
CoarseCleaner 2.4 0.2 153.1 10.6
FineCleaner 2.9 0.1 211.3 9.1
TMCleaner 1.9 0.7 120.3 60.0

2 Coarse 2.9 0.8 104.5 25.2
Fine 5.4 2.0 189.4 50.5
TM 3.9 1.1 142.9 29.0
Coarse2 3.6 0.9 137.2 32.1
Fine2 6.4 2.5 257.9 59.6
TM2 4.7 1.3 183.4 43.0
CoarseCleaner 2.8 0.6 147.6 23.8
FineCleaner 3.8 1.0 237.1 51.2
TMCleaner 2.9 0.6 190.9 30.2

3 Coarse 2.9 0.2 116.5 1.6
Fine 5.3 0.7 167.1 6.0
TM 4.1 1.1 122.4 30.9
Coarse2 3.5 0.4 153.4 12.9
Fine2 6.1 1.2 254.5 36.5
TM2 5.0 1.4 168.8 47.2
CoarseCleaner 2.7 0.2 165.4 4.1
FineCleaner 3.0 0.1 207.7 16.7
TMCleaner 2.4 0.4 168.5 39.4

Table 5. Cyclomatic complexity and code size measurements for
all rogue implementations for all three years of the study.

higher complexity than their coarse counterparts with values of 3.9,
4.7, and 2.9. However, TM solutions have noticeably lower com-
plexity than solutions based on fine-grain locks, which, in year 2
show average complexity of 5.4, 6.4, and 3.8. The same trends are
echoed by the average instruction counts for the various rogue so-
lutions. Year 1 is an exception to this trend in that TM solutions
showed lower complexity than coarse or fine-grain locks. This is
largely because DSTM2 syntax does not require the programmer

to provide exception handling and retry code to handle aborts due
to conflict. The boiler-plate exception handling code required by
JDASTM inflates the complexity measurement in years 2 and 3.

6. Related work
Hardware transactional memory research is an active research field
with many competing proposals [5–8, 11, 12, 16–18, 22, 23, 26–
28, 32, 34]. All this research on hardware mechanism is premature
if researchers never validate the assumption that transactional pro-
gramming is actually easier than lock-based programming.

This research uses software transactional memory [4, 10, 13–
15, 19, 20, 31, 33]), but its purpose is to validate how untrained
programmers learn to write correct and performant concurrent pro-
grams with locks and transactions. The programming interface for
STM systems is the same as HTM systems, but without compiler
support, STM implementations require explicit read-write barriers,
which are not required in an HTM. Compiler integration creates a
simpler programming model than using a TM library [9]. Future
research could investigate whether compiler integration lowers the
perceived programmer difficulty in using transactions.

There is a previous version of this study [30]. This version ex-
tends that study bringing a third year of survey results and two addi-
tional years worth of student programs into the data set. Pankratius
et al. [25] describe a study in which 12 students working in 6
teams of two, wrote a parallel search engine over ten course of a
15 week project. Three teams used Pthreads, and three teams used
the Intel STM compiler [24]. Like this study, the Pankratius study
evaluates the resulting code, and surveys the developers involved
to understand their experience. Their findings are complementary
to ours: development investment required for the TM implementa-
tions in the study was lower. The study in this paper involves 20×
more programmers, and 200× more programs are evaluated. In our
own study, blocking and non-blocking synchronization, as well as
coarse and fine-grain locking are explicitly considered.

7. Conclusion
This paper offers evidence that transactional programming really is
less error-prone than high-performance locking, even if inexperi-
enced programmers have some trouble understanding transactions.
Students’ subjective evaluation showed that they found transac-
tional memory slightly harder to use than coarse locks, and easier to
use than fine-grain locks and condition synchronization. However,



analysis of synchronization error rates in students’ code yields a
more dramatic result, showing that for similar programming tasks,
transactions are considerably easier to get correct than locks.
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